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The UK chemicals sector is increasing at a rate of 3.6% per year, and accounted for
£12.1billion of the UK’s GVA in 2016. Since 1990, output has grown by 27%, making it
one of the UK’s fastest growing sectors.
The Chemistry Growth Partnership, an initiative run by
the government and industry, has the responsibility of
determining the future roadmap of the sector, with other
Governmental bodies and Local Authorities also offering
support and investment.

The Northern Powerhouse contributes 48% of the UK’s
chemical production and is by far the largest region in terms
of output for the sector. This is based upon three strong
clusters interlinked by strong East-West supply chains and
associated pipeline connectors of key raw materials.

A total of 97% of the UK chemicals sector is made up of
SMEs and microbusinesses, numbering around 2,500. The
remaining 3% comprises large, multinational companies.
It is a highly diverse sector, including speciality chemicals,
polymers, consumer chemicals and commodity chemicals.

The Northern Powerhouse employs 44% of the UK chemical
and process sector workforce. Northern Powerhouse
universities provide a quarter of the UK science, technology,
engineering and mathematics graduates, representing
a significant opportunity to meet local demand for
professional talent.

As the UK’s largest manufacturing exporter in value added,
chemicals has a turnover of approximately £50billion per
year, with £26billion value of overseas trade.
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Without the activities of the UK chemical and process
sector, related downstream industries would not function
as effectively within the UK. Therefore, the sector is a key
component of national and international supply chains.

TEES VALLEY
OPPORTUNITIES
Located on the North East coast, Tees Valley is a high-growth,
high-value area and a global leader for the chemical and
process industry. With one of the most significant integrated
industrial economies in the world, the region produces
around 30% of the UK’s chemical output and is home to
some of the world’s biggest chemical manufacturers.
Tees Valley’s chemical industry is concentrated across a
relatively small area with a well-developed infrastructure.
The three main sites of Wilton International, Billingham,
and Seal Sands & North Tees run approximately 12 miles
east to west either side of the River Tees and contain major
international companies such as Huntsman, INEOS, SABIC,
Lucite, Lotte, CF Industries and Sembcorp.
The region is a world-class centre for the petrochemicals,
energy, bio-resources and advanced manufacturing industry.
Tees Valley is at the forefront of pioneering opportunities for
the sector, including industrial carbon capture, utilisation
and storage and the hydrogen economy.
The area’s supportive infrastructure includes a deep water
port, significant tank farm logistics facilities, pipeline

corridors connecting manufacturing sites, bulk industrial gas
and effluent treatment plants. Tees Valley is also home to the
world-renowned Wilton International, the largest privatewire electricity network in the UK.
Tees Valley is home to one of the biggest gas crackers in
Europe, owned by SABIC. The firm is currently undertaking
the region’s largest process sector investment in a
generation – the Teesside gas cracker conversion.
Support for growth is provided by the Centre for Process
Innovation (CPI), an independent innovation centre that
supports the development of the UK process industry and
UK manufacturing; Materials Processing Institute, a globally
recognised centre for the innovation, development and
commercialisation of technology for advanced materials,
low-carbon energy and the circular economy; and NEPIC,
the North East Process Industry Cluster, a membership
organisation for the chemical sector that works with the
industry to ensure the region is one of the most competitive
and successful chemical processing locations in Europe.
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TEES VALLEY’S INTEGRATED COMPLEX
Tees Valley is home to the largest chemical complex in the UK, and the second largest
in Europe in terms of manufacturing capacity. More than 1,400 companies in Tees
Valley are directly involved in chemicals and process industry. The sector exports
£12billion of product, contributing £2.5billion a year to the local economy.

After acquiring existing assets at Wilton
International, Lotte Chemical invested
in a new polyethylene terephthalate
(PET) manufacturing plant alongside its
existing assets

Venator develops speciality titanium
dioxide pigments and performance
additives. The company has a major
manufacturing facility in the area,
coupled with its global business centre
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CF Industries is the UK’s leading manufacturer of ammonia, nitric
acid, ammonium nitrate and granular fertilisers
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Huntsman Polyurethanes has an
aniline plant and a nitrobenzene plant
at Wilton - both of which are the largest
of their type in the world. The key
feedstocks for the plants are nitric acid,
benzene and hydrogen
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at the Wilton International site which include the cracker
complex and a low density polyethylene plant, as well as an
ethane import facility on the north side of the Tees
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world’s leading petrochemicals companies, both in terms of
sales and product diversity.
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LOGISTICS AND
INFRASTRUCTURE
Bulk Storage and Logistics
The bulk facilities in Tees Valley are world-class. Major
operators Inter Terminals and Navigator Terminals offer
clients extensive storage and handling solutions in Tees
Valley. In total the companies operate over 270 tanks, with
a combined storage capacity of over 500,000m3. These are
fully integrated with the adjacent petrochemical complexes
at Billingham and Wilton. Customers are connected by
a series of pipelines which transfer cargo from quayside
storage to customers located on both sides of the river.
PD Ports operates Teesport, one of the largest deep water
ports in the country. Teesport handles more than 5,000
vessels each year and around 40million tonnes of cargo.
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This cargo is handled by PD Ports’ ro-ro, container
terminals and general cargo berths and is strongly
associated with Tees Valley’s petrochemicals,
manufacturing and engineering sectors.
Tees Valley is a major hub for the movement of rail freight,
with more rail-linked sites than any other comparable
area in the north of England. The Tees is the only port in
the north of England with existing intermodal rail services
operating directly from quayside facilities. With a mainline
train station at Darlington, it is easy to move goods around
in Tees Valley.

Utilities

Gas and Steam

Tees Valley is home to the UK’s largest private-wire
electricity distribution network and, as such, competitively
priced, low-carbon power can be provided, enabling
manufacturers to realise significant savings on both capex
and opex compared to other UK locations.

Natural gas is available to businesses in Tees Valley
through our gas distribution network. It is competitively
priced compared to the rest of the UK due to access to
short-haul gas via the North Sea and the utilisation of the
region’s excellent infrastructure. CATS currently transports
gas from more than 30 producing fields in the Central
North Sea and in 2017 delivered over five billion cubic
metres of gas (approximately 14% of UK gas production
and 7% of demand).

Tees Valley’s effluent water treatment plant at Bran Sands
is the largest combined industrial and municipal effluent
plant in the UK. Strategically located in the industrial
heartland of Tees Valley, the facility allows businesses
to treat industrial effluents via a dedicated network of
pipelines.
The North East is also home to the UK’s largest artificial
reservoir, Kielder Water. It contains 200billion litres of
water and allows local businesses that operate in heavy
industrial sectors uninterrupted access to water supply.
Water is available in either demin, potable or raw forms.

Industrial gas is supplied by BOC to customers at Wilton
and those operating in the wider Tees Valley chemical
cluster. Tees Valley is home to the UK’s largest hydrogen
plant. The area is also home to significant underground
cavities for industrial gas and product storage.
With more than 550tph generated by Sembcorp at Wilton
International alone, steam is also readily available and
can be distributed at high, intermediate and low pressures
through a comprehensive network of pipelines.
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SITES AND PREMISES
There is major development going on in Tees Valley, with huge investment being made across
an extensive range of sites and premises. Already home to the largest chemical complex in
the UK, there is plenty of choice for companies looking for a well-developed infrastructure.

Wilton International

Seal Sands and Billingham:

Wilton International is the largest private-wire electricity
network in the UK. One of the UK’s most important
locations for the process industry, the site enables
manufacturers to realise significant savings on both capex
and opex compared to other UK locations, with 200MW
of onsite generation capacity available to users. It is also
connected to the national transmission system for security
of supply. Low-cost power generated onsite at Wilton
provides manufacturers with competitively priced energy.

The industrial areas around Seal Sands and Billingham are
home to a number of major chemical and energy firms,
such as pharmaceutical firm Fine Organics, acrylonitrile
producer Ineos Nitriles, CF Industries, producing nitrogen
fertilisers, and Lucite’s acrylics manufacturing plant.
Connected through pipeline corridors, these sites form an
integrated complex with Wilton International, allowing the
efficient flow of bulk feedstock between plants.

Since 2003, Sembcorp has invested more than £297million
transitioning to a low carbon and renewable fuelled
combined heat and power asset base. The site has seen
more than £1.3billion of blue chip capital investment in
the past ten years, including SABIC’s LDPE plant and gas
cracker project, Ensus’s bio refinery, Lotte’s PET plant and
the planned Sirius polyhalite processing plant

There are a number of available sites for the development
of new plants adjacent to these operators, with land
footprints of more than 100 acres available. This area has
seen significant new investment with SABIC developing
a new ethane import terminal which includes Europe’s
largest cryogenic ethane tank, and Mitsubishi Chemicals’
electrolyte plant in Billingham.

SKILLS
Tees Valley has a large catchment area of skilled labour experienced in delivering big
and complex projects. We have invested heavily in the workforce as we are committed
to delivering a world-class education and skills system that provides a base for the
economic growth for the future of the area. We work closely with our businesses to
identify their current and future workforce needs to ensure we have a readily available,
experienced and skilled labour pool.

Technical Training

Teesside University

The region has a number of world-class training facilities
that specialise in technical training for the process,
engineering and manufacturing sectors. They use real
work environments with high-specification equipment that
matches that of an industrial setting, ensuring the region’s
workforce is equipped with the skills, training and safety
awareness needed.

Teesside University is a key asset for the area, working
with local employers to deliver sector-related courses and
initiatives that support the local economy. It won national
acclaim at the 2018 Enterprising Britain Awards for
Improving the Business Environment, which recognised
initiatives that support business and innovation growth.

South Tees Development Corporation

Apprenticeships

Adjacent to Wilton International is the South Tees
Development Corporation, the single biggest development
opportunity in the UK right now. It is the only Mayoral
Development Corporation outside of Greater London and
the 4,500-acre site represents an international-scale
opportunity for investors. Benefiting from excellent
connections, the site has had more than 100 active
enquiries from potential investors and a focus on clean
energy and the circular economy is emerging.

Demand for apprenticeships in the area is high,
demonstrating the appetite for practical skills and
training. There are a number of training providers based
in the region, including Falck Nutec, a leading health
and safety training provider for the offshore sector; TTE,
the UK’s largest technical training organisation in the
engineering, process and offshore sectors; NETA, which
provides accredited courses and apprenticeships in the
engineering and offshore sectors; and TWI, a global leader
in technology and engineering services.
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INNOVATION

There is a Tees Valley cluster of nationally and internationally important innovation centres that support
the chemicals and process sector. The key players are the Centre for Process Innovation (CPI), the
Materials Processing Institute and TWI. Driven by the needs of industry, these innovation centres work
closely with academia and industry to foster and encourage innovation in key areas.

The innovation strength of the chemical sector is reflected in the predominance of patents filed on
chemical sector technologies, which represents 38% of all patents filed in the Northern Powerhouse. The
Northern Powerhouse exhibits a particularly strong specialisation when compared with the rest of the
UK in basic materials chemistry, macromolecular & polymer chemistry, materials & metallurgy, surface
coating and technologies.

Centre for Process Innovation

Teesside University

Clean Energy

Industrial Digitisation and Industry 4.0

The Centre for Process Innovation is an open-access,
independent innovation centre that supports the
development of the UK process industry and UK
manufacturing. CPI provides state-of-the-art facilities
and market knowledge to assist businesses of all sizes
in efficiently delivering innovations as market-ready
solutions. This reduces the risks that come with
developing new concepts, giving businesses the best
chance of success.

Teesside University works closely with local industry
in the energy field and has specific strengths in energy
technology innovation. Underpinned by industry standard
facilities, including the new National Horizons Centre,
a £22.3million research, teaching and training facility,
the university has particular focus on the bio-economy,
smart energy systems and the decarbonisation of
engineering processes.

Tees Valley leads the way in clean energy technologies
with the Tees Valley Cluster, a partnership of major global
companies located in the area with a shared vision: to be
the go-to location for future clean industrial growth and
to create the UK’s first Carbon Capture, Utilisation and
Storage industrial zone.

TWI (The Welding Institute)

Materials Processing Institute

TWI’s research and development work covers a wide
range of technologies for industry sectors (including oil
and gas), chemical, power and transport. Services include
materials characterisation and modelling for safety critical
applications on structures and welds, surface and coatings
technologies, fitness-for service assessments and additive
manufacturing simulation support.

The Materials Processing Institute is a globally
recognised centre for the innovation, development and
commercialisation of technology for advanced materials,
low-carbon energy and the circular economy.

Tees Valley is home to a number of business with specialist
expertise in delivering digital process improvement and
automated solutions. Teesside University is actively
preparing businesses for Industry 4.0 through its
DigitalCity programmes, working closely with SMEs
to scope and apply appropriate automation and digital
solutions. The Materials Processing Institute is creating
the “Future Steel Factory”, a digital demonstrator of
Industry 4.0 technologies for the steel and process
industries. In oil and gas, Datum360’s asset data
management system is being used by Maersk to manage,
measure and report the engineering information for the
Tyra gas field.
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A multi-billion pound energy project in the area was
announced in November. Branded the ‘Clean Gas Project’,
it will be the world’s first gas-powered energy plant to
deploy full-chain CCUS at scale, meaning CO2 from the
plant will be captured and then stored via pipelines under
the North Sea. The infrastructure created would also
enable wider industry in Tees Valley and elsewhere to
capture and store CO2 from their processes.
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VIBRANT SUPPLY
CHAIN CLUSTER

WHAT OUR
INVESTORS SAY

Engineering Support
The North East Process Industry Cluster
(NEPIC) is a membership organisation that
works with the chemical-using industries in
the North East of England. Privately owned
and led by industry, it works to support its
member companies to become successful
and sustainable organisations, which helps
them to grow.
Bringing together established, traditional
industries with the entrepreneurs and
innovators of the future, NEPIC covers
a broad sweep of chemistry-focused
industries, including petrochemicals,
polymers & materials, fine & speciality
chemicals, pharmaceuticals, biotechnology
and renewables. It works with the already
powerful industrial base located here to
make the region one of the most competitive
and successful chemical processing locations
in Europe.
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Tees Valley and the wider North East has a large engineering base that
supports our energy, process and chemicals sector. Engineering design
companies employ more than 4,500 people in Tees Valley and include:
■■
■■
■■
■■

ABB
Wood
Faithful+Gould
Foster Wheeler

■■
■■
■■
■■

Hertel
K Home International
Jacobs
Wilton Engineering

Australia-based Peak Resources has confirmed the Wilton International site as its
preferred location for a £70million “rare earth” refinery. The refinery would process
minerals for use in a range of products, including mobile phones, wind turbines and for the
automotive sector.
When asked about choosing the location of the refinery, Peak Resources’ Director Darren
Townsend gave the following answers:

Why choose Wilton?
Wider Support
Services

A Supportive Regulatory
Environment

■■ Chemical consultancies
specialising in all aspects of the
industry from environmental to
legal services

■■ A favourable environment for
planning and operating consents

■■ Wide range of security, fire,
ambulance and safety services

■■ Supportive local administration
and regulatory authorities

Darren says it is a “compelling” choice because it offers a “plug and
play” option, with existing access to “reliable, competitively priced power,
utilities and services”.

What competition did Wilton have – and what
made it stand out?
A global search of 25 countries led to a shortlist of eight possible
locations. One of the main reasons Wilton was chosen was its “skilled
labour force” as well as access to global shipping, cheap and reliable bulk
reagent supplies.

What does Peak Resources
think of the Tees Valley area?
Tees Valley is a world-renowned industrial
centre with an established history and
expertise in the chemical industry. The area
has first-class infrastructure including
excellent roads, mainline rail services,
an international airport and the UK’s fifth
largest sea port.
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INVEST TEES VALLEY

| ENJOY TEES VALLEY

Invest Tees Valley is the Combined Authority’s business investment team. There are
financial incentives and support available for companies looking to locate in the region,
such as the Northern Powerhouse Investment Fund and the Tees Valley Capital Grant
Scheme.

Tees Valley offers a great standard of living with a richly diverse landscape, from
picturesque villages to charming market towns and a beautiful coastline to stunning
countryside. Each of the five boroughs has unique strengths that make Tees Valley
greater than the sum of its parts.

The business investment team makes investing here
easy and works with investors to understand their project
parameters and identify the key risks. It provides advice
and assistance to help mitigate those risks with the aim
of finding solutions to reduce the capital and operational
expenditure for potential investors.

Five distinct boroughs big on culture and adventure
bursting with things to do and places to see. From dramatic
hilltops to rugged coastlines, picturesque countryside to
attractive villages, Tees Valley may just surprise you.

The team can advise on funding streams to support
capital investment and make introductions to our network,
including strong connections with UK Government, cluster
and innovation specialists, as well as skills development
within local universities and colleges.
Being one of only seven areas in the UK to have a metro
mayor and a devolution deal, Tees Valley has a competitive
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edge and investors can be confident that decision-making
here is done with our local businesses in mind. Devolved
decision-making helps us fulfil our potential and develop
and nurture businesses in a way that will support them
and the wider Tees Valley.
Significant funding has already been delivered to
ensure the area has the infrastructure to support major
investments. Over the next ten years Tees Valley Combined
Authority will be investing £588million across six key
themes. This investment in our transport, culture, skills,
innovation, communities and businesses growth will make
Tees Valley an even better place to do business.

Quality of life is good here because our people get more
for their money. There is a superb variety of homes to
suit most incomes. From country cottages to new builds
and Victorian houses to executive apartments, there is
something for everyone.
Nine out of ten Tees Valley primary schools are either good
or outstanding and apprenticeships and support schemes
create pathways for our young people.

The area is rich in culture and history with an arts offering
that includes one of the UK’s leading galleries for modern
art, mima. It has a proud railway and maritime heritage
and a packed programme of exciting events and festivals,
including a spectacular international festival of outdoor
art – the Stockton International Riverside Festival – and the
increasingly popular artisan food market Orange Pip.
An adventure lover’s paradise, you can surf on the waves at
the coast, enjoy the spectacular countryside by foot or bike,
enjoy a river boat ride, jet-ski, canoe, kayak, paddle-board
or try out our Olympic standard white-water rafting course.
We are also home to the only bridge in England that you
can bungee jump off – the Transporter Bridge.

■■ To find out more, go to EnjoyTeesValley.com – the Combined Authority’s dedicated destination
marketing service
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CONTACT

Hartlepool

Stockton-on-Tees
Darlington

Redcar & Cleveland

Middlesbrough

For more detailed information,
please get in touch with the
Business Investment Team

T: 01642 524400
E: info@teesvalley-ca.gov.uk
www.teesinvest.co.uk

TeesValleyCA

@TeesValleyCA

@TeesValleyCA

